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Impress Bosses, Friends and members of the opposite sex with your knowledge of wine!!!Youâ€™re
about to discover how to...Talk about wine. Period. Wine is served in so many social settings that
not having knowledge of it will severely dampen your chances to truly impress those around you.
The problem is wine is a fairly complicated subject, there are so many different grapes, places its
made, and characteristics that distinguish how a wine is described and how it tastes. If you haven't
been around wine much or done some reading on the subject, you might be loosing out. Imagine
yourself on a date conversing with the waiter in an intelligent discussion, when the bottle arrives it's
exactly what you wanted and you've scored major points. You are at a business conference and
your boss wants you to select a wine, when everyone enjoys it you become the "go-to" team
member. You are hosting friends for a dinner party, you become the focal point of the party as
everyone is asking your recommendation for their next glass, and you're able to pair them with a
delicious choice regardless of what they prefer. These situations can happen even if you've never
had a glass of wine yourself, or even if before reading this you didn't know all wine comes from
grapes! This quick book will give you all the tools to order intelligently and speak knowledgeably
about he subject of wine! Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn...5 key characteristics of all wine
Which grapes are used to make wineWhere the best wine comes fromThe proper way to hold a
wine glassThe best temperature for wine Tips for ordering at a resturantThings you must know to
become and expertMuch, muchmore!Download your copy today!Don't wait another day to educate
yourself on a topic so important to many social circles, get the book today and start impressing
people of all walks of life!Tags: Wine, noble grapes, drinking intelligently, speaking intelligently,
alcohol, beer, mixed drinks, shots, wineries.
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I want to have a general understanding and palate for wine, I am a novice when it comes to wine
and I do not want my lack of knowledge prevent me from enjoying it. As someone who loves food
and dining, learning about wines today, I believe, can help me in a lot of ways in the future. This
book gave the varieties of grape that a certain wine is made of, what does the color of wine
indicates and what specific country produces it. I find the wine-food pairing tips and which right
glass to use for each type of wine, very helpful. I think the information provided here can be useful in
many different situations like when you go out on your first date, when you are in a fine-dining
restaurant, when you visit wine-producing countries, when hosting a dinner and many more. This
book is perfect for beginners, you will truly learn a lot about wines in this book as much as I did.

This book is perfect for someone who is going to a classy event or date, has no idea about wine,
and wishes to learn all the basics within an hour to not look like a fool. It covers all the wines, and
the different kinds of each, and discusses the coor, texture, acidity level, alcoholic content and
aroma of each. It also contains a brief section for each type discussing where the grapes originate
from, and how they are cultivated/harvested.Chapter 4 is probably going to be the most useful
section for someone practically, as it discusses how to order wine to a new person.

This is a really good book on wine. It teaches you about all the basics regarding how to taste and
understand wine. With the knowledge from this book you'll get a head-start on wine knowledge and
you should feel secure when ordering wine out (I liked the tips on how to check that the bottle is
actually the one you ordered....;-)) or talking about wine with someone more knowledgeable than
you, you will for sure be able to follow along the conversation.I liked that the use of images to
illustrate was pretty extensive, that made the book stand out from the crowd as well. No extra fluff,

just good info for the novice like me who has some very basic knowledge and would like to bring it
up to the next level.

When I was young--we drink wine. When I got older we have a cup now and then. Never at a
restaurant. Why because didn't know what to order. This e-book had very interesting and
comprehensive information with details about characteristics of taste, climate, cultivation, color, and
food pairing. The food pairing information is quite useful to any one who entertains.I loved the tips
on how to communicate and work with the wine steward in a restaurant and how to send him a
subtitle message about price! (So that's how it's done!)

My wife and I loved a specific kind of wine and we have not yet explored the many others available
out there. Since I want to impress her with my wine knowledge, I read books such as this one to
make sure what I say is right and factual. For people who are looking to learn about the basics of
wine, this book should be very helpful. This book presents simple information about wine and what
every wine enthusiast should know. The book is also not too long so reading it will not be boring. I
learned new things from this book!

I love wine. SO this book was perfect for me. I donâ€™t have the most knowledge on wine so this
book helped. I can now finally talk about wine and know some information. This has great tips on
how to communicate and gave details on taste, climate, cultivation, color and food pairing. i really
enjoy the food pairing part. I think everyone needs to read this book

When I was working in a real estate company before, my officemate used to invite us in some little
gathering. She was very much knowledgeable about wines and she always have something to tell
about what we're drinking. We were so impressed. This time, I have this basic knowledge that could
relate, converse and impress them. I hope to meet her again soon and I surely have to share this.

This e-book had very interesting and comprehensive information with details about characteristics of
taste, climate, cultivation, color, and food pairing. The food pairing information is quite useful to any
one who entertains.I loved the tips on how to communicate and work with the wine steward in a
restaurant and how to send him a subtitle message about price! (So that's how it's done!)There's
tips on serving temps, style /shape of glass to use (thank you so much!!!) and much more info. The
only thing I didn't see mentioned, was "legs." (And that's the only thing I knew about wine!)All-in-all,

this was a handy, useful guide that you can glance at when needed, so you can be a master when
entertaining, and knowledgeable when dining out. A great e-book!
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